
The Intelligent Health Association returns with its
award winning Intelligent Health Pavilion for 9th
year at HIMSS18.
The Intelligent Health Pavilion (IHP) is a one stop destination where attendees are able to see
innovative health technology in action in 1 of 8 demo rooms.

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, UNITED STATES, February 23, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Watch the home

Growth and forward thinking
is what fuels the passion of
the Intelligent Health Pavilion
team. The doctors and
inventors that are a part of
the IHPavilion are defining the
direction for healthcare.”

Harry P. Pappas

of the future bring comfort and technology together for better
healthcare. Meet the thought leaders and change makers who
are shaping and influencing the development of tech within
today’s healthcare.

Since 2009, the IHP has grown from 3,000ft2 to over 30,000
ft2 to accommodate the rapid growth and development of tech
within the healthcare industry. Organizations such as Sony,
Richoh, Microsoft, Masimo, Extreme Networks, Mackenzie
Health, Hamilton Health Sciences and Memorial Sloan
Kettering Cancer Centre have joined the IHP. Masimo and
Extreme Networks have gone on to become sponsors of 2 of

the 3 speaker theaters that bring in such thought leaders as Dr. Patrick Sook-Shiong (NantHealth), Dr.
Simon Kos (Microsoft Health) and this year’s keynote, Dr. Daniel Kraft (Exponential Medicine).

“Growth and forward thinking is what fuels the passion of the Intelligent Health Pavilion team,” says
Harry P. Pappas. “When I started the IHA in 2005, this was exactly what I envisioned. The doctors,
inventors and thought leaders that are a part of the IHPavilion, are defining the direction for
healthcare across the globe.  It’s through this collaboration, learning and bringing together of
expertise that is setting the standard of the healthcare tradeshow.”

This years IHPavilion will be offering 6 mini-conferences within its already packed speaker list. Learn
from industry experts on topics such as: AI, IoHT, i-home, wearables, location-based services and
app development.  These panel discussions will allow for multiple points of view and audience
participation about the ever-changing landscape of healthcare innovation.

With an average of over 9,000 visitors to the IHPavillion, including C-suite execs, directors and
management decision makers, this interactive and award-winning pavilion is the one stop you can’t
afford to miss at HIMSS18!
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